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ABSTRACT Electronic prescription (E-prescription) is an emerging technology that allows health practi-
tioners (doctors, physicians, pharmacists, or nurses) to electronically transmit prescriptions to pharmacies.
E-prescription systems allow doctors to avoid traditional medical practices in which prescriptions are sent
manually in handwritten form. Additionally, in cases in which a patient may not be able to collect the
medication in person due to physical disabilities, the medications can be delivered to the patient’s home
directly. Furthermore, payments can also bemade online (e.g., using credit cards or bank transfers). However,
these distinctive features require a series of guidelines for the successful deployment of the E-prescription
system due to stringent legal requirements and privacy regulations. Two major security requirements i.e.
confidentiality and authentication need to be addressed. In general, the solution to ensuring confidentiality
and authentication lies in the combination of both the encryption and digital signature functions in a
single logic step called signcryption. Therefore, in this article, we present a lightweight and provable
secured certificate-based proxy signcryption (CB-PS) scheme for e-prescription systems. The formal security
verification uses the Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) tool
along with informal security analysis, which authenticates that the proposed CB-PS scheme can potentially
be implemented in resource-constrained low-computing electronic devices in E-prescription systems.

INDEX TERMS E-prescription, smart pharmacy, certificate based signcryption, AVISPA, hyper elliptic
curve.

I. INTRODUCTION
Electronic prescription (EP) is an emerging technology,
which replaces the hand written prescription and allows the
health care practitioners (Pharmacist, Doctor, Nurses, etc.)
to electronically transmit prescriptions to the smart Pharma-
cies [1]. Before this ecosystem, the patients were checked
by the doctor, diagnose the disease, and after that the patient
collect medication from the Pharmacy. Therefore, in EP after
examining the patient, a doctor generates an e-prescription
and uploads this prescription to the medical database server
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(MDS)/smart pharmacy server (SPS). Later, the patient
sends the medication request to the pharmacy electronically.
Further, the pharmacy verifies the request, if the verification
process is successfully done, then it downloads the prescrip-
tion from the MDS/SPS and sends the medication to the
patient [2]. Though, the transmission is done through open
network (internet), in which the attacker can easily access
to the message, reveal the actual contents, and injecting a
new message to the network on behalf of the actual sender.
To avoid the circumstances like that, the communication
must be ensured with the security requirement of confi-
dentiality, authenticity, non-repudiation, and unforgeability,
respectively. To meet such type of security countermeasures
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during transmission of prescription related data, one such
solution is signcryption [3]. The signcryption combine a
digital signature and encryption on prescription, in which
the digital signature will ensure authenticity, non-repudiation,
and unforgeability and encryption maintain confidentiality of
messages.

Therefore, the problems will arise, if the patient may not
able to collect their medication or send a request for med-
ication to the smart Pharmacy. In this situation, the patient
gives their medication collection rights to another person
(agent), who communicates regarding the collection of the
medication on behalf of the patient. This communication is
known as proxy communication, which was first introduced
by Membo in the form of a proxy signature [4]. The proxy
signature enables an entity to give their digital signature
capability to another entity (proxy) for a specific reason, i.e.
(a lack of resources, temporary absence, or illness), then the
proxy produces the digital signature in place of an actual
entity.

In 1998, Gamage et al. [5] proposed a proxy signcryption
(PS), which is the enhanced version of Membo scheme,
i.e., [4], by providing authentication with confidentiality
in one step. Normally, the proxy signcryption schemes are
based on two main techniques, i.e., asymmetric cryptography
and mathematical hard problems. First, we discuss some
asymmetric cryptography, which are public key infrastruc-
ture (PKI), identity-based cryptography (IDBC), and certifi-
cateless cryptography (CC), respectively. However, the PKI
is suffering from certificate management and it is very
costly [6], because the certificate is bind with the public key
users. The IDBC is affected by the key escrow problem; it
means that if private key generation center (PKG) ismalicious
then he can easily generate a forge signature on the behalf
of actual users, because in IDBC the PKG produces the
private key for users [7]. The CC is designed to overcome
the key escrow flaw of IDBC, in which the key generation
center (KGC) makes the partial private key and distribute it
by using secure channel that can also a problem [8]. Here,
for removing the aforementioned flaws, one such solution is
certificate-based cryptography (CBC) is available [9], which
enables the users to generate their public and private key by
themselves. Then, the users send their public keys with iden-
tities to the (CA) using an unsecure channel. After reception
the identities and public keys of users, the CA generates a
certificate for each user and delivers it by using an unsecure
channel. The certificate is performing the work of decryption
key as like in identity-based cryptography.

Second, we shortly explain the mathematical hard prob-
lems which are used for the efficiency and security hardiness
of proxy signcryption schemes that are RSA, bilinear pairing
(BP), elliptic curve (EC), and hyper elliptic curve (HEC),
respectively. RSA is the widely used mathematical technique,
which utilizes 1024 bits key while designing cryptographic
algorithms [10]. Another method is bilinear pairing, which is
used nowadays in most of the cryptographic schemes and it

is observed from [11] that BP is

E : Q2
+ U (V )Q = F(V ) mod p, (1)

approximately 13.3 milliseconds (ms) worse than RSA.
To overcome the limitations like the high key size of BP and
RSA, one good solution is provided by EC and it is best
approximately 1 time from RSA and 13.3 times better than
BP. In contrast, the hyper elliptic curve needs 0.48 ms [12],
which can be the most suitable choice for the devices that are
resource hungry.

Keeping in view the aforementioned discussion, we pro-
posed a lightweight and provable secured certificate-based
proxy signcryption (CB-PS) for an E-prescription system.
We represent our contributions through the following steps.
• We first give the syntax of certificate-based proxy
signcryption

• Weprovide the networkmodel for E-prescription system
utilizing the concept of our new certificate-based proxy
signcryption (CB-PS) scheme

• We present the construction certificate-based proxy
signcryption (CB-PS) algorithm using the concept of the
hyper elliptic curve

• We perform the security analysis in two ways that
are formal which are done through AVISPA and
informal security analysis, i.e., warrant unforgeability,
confidentiality, integrity, message unforgeability, non-
repudiations, resists replay attacks, and forward secrecy,
while the simulation results as well as security analysis
shows our scheme safeguards all the measures attacks

• We provide the computing and communications cost
comparison analysis against the existing related scheme
and the results clearly shows our new scheme is ensuring
better performance

A. PAPER ORGANIZATION
This article is organized as follows: section II presents the
preliminaries, section III describes related work, section IV
presents a system architecture, section V describes the con-
struction of proposed scheme, section VI explains the imple-
mentation and validation of proposed scheme in AVISPA,
section VII briefly explains the security analysis, and effi-
ciency, and section VIII presents the conclusions.

II. PRELIMINARIES
In this phase, we explain some of the basic material and
methods which are used in our proposed system that are hyper
elliptic curve, syntax of certificate-based proxy signcryption,
adversarymodel, and basics of AVISPA tool, respectively. So,
we explain all these, one by one in the following subsections
of this phase.

A. HYPER ELLIPTIC CURVE
The E is the compressed form of E , which contains fewer
key and parameters size [13], [14]. Equation 1 represents the
E of genus G � 2 over a finite field Up.
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Where U , F ∈ [V ], the degree of (F) = 2G + 1, and the
degree of (U ) � G, F is monic. Equation 1 represents the
E of G over K , where K is the algebraic closure of ,

and no point exists on the curve. Further, it must satisfy both
partial derivatives like 2Q + U = 0 and F/- U/Q = 0.
This condition ensures that the E curve is non-singular.
Also, we present the negative of a P = (V , Q), which is -
P = (V ,−Q, (V )). Additionally, the E point cannot form
a group like E points. The hyper elliptic curve forms an
Abelian group [15] called a Jacobian group J E (Up), and
the order (J E (Up)) of the Jacobian as∣∣∣(√p− 1

)2G∣∣∣ ≤ O(J E
(
Up
)
) ≤

∣∣∣(√p+ 1
)2G∣∣∣ (2)

After making the Jacobian group J E (Up), select an inte-
ger D as a divisor that is the generator of the group and
represent it in the following Mumford form [16]:

D = (A (V ) , B (V )) =
(∑G

a=0
AaV a ,

∑G−1

a=0
BaV a

)
(3)

Suppose δ ∈ {1, 2, 3 . . . ., p − 1} and D is the selected
divisor from the Jacobian group JHEC (Up). Let the N = δ.,
and finding δ from this equation is called the E discrete
logarithm problem ( E - D-LP) [17].

B. SYNTAX OF CB-PS
Our scheme consists of seven steps: setup, generate public
variant (GPV), generate certificates (GC), generate a user key
(GUK), generate delegation (GD), generate proxy signcryp-
tion (GPS), and verification and Unsigncryption (VU).

Setup: This step is normally processed by the certificate
authority (CA) by taking as input the security parameter (y)
and producing the public parameters param , master secret
key (msk) and master public key (mpk).

GPV: This step is processed by each participant (original
user, proxy, and receiver) with its identity (IDU) to generate
the public variant XU . So each participant with its identity
(IDU) transmits XU to CA using an insecure channel.

GC: Given IDU , XU , and msk, the GC step is processed
by the CA, to make a certificate (CertU) for each partici-
pant (user, proxy, and receiver) with identity (IDU). Then
CA transmits the certificate (CertU) along with some aux-
iliary variable (NU) by using an insecure channel to each
participant with identity (IDU) .

GUK: Given IDU , CertU , and NU , the GUK step is pro-
cessed by each participant (user, proxy, and receiver) with
identity (IDU) to generate the public key (JU) and private key
(QU).

GD: Given the public and private key of the patient (Jp,
Qp), patient identity (IDp), certificate of patient (Certp), and
warrant message (mW). The GD step is processed by the
original user (patient) to produce delegation Ψ of the warrant
message (mW) and send through insecure channels to the
proxy (agent).

GPS: This step is processed by the proxy (agent) to produce
a proxy signcryption tuple ψ of the message (m) and send it

through insecure channels to the receiver (Smart Pharmacy).
This process takes as input the public and private key of agent
(Ja, Qa), patient and receiver identities (IDa, IDsp), certificate
of agent (Certa), certificate of smart pharmacy (Certsp), public
key of smart pharmacy (Jsp), and message (m).

VU: This step is processed by the receiver (smart phar-
macy) to verify and decrypt the proxy signcryption tuple ψ
of the message (m). This process takes as input the public
and private key of smart pharmacy (Jsp, Qsp), agent and smart
pharmacy identities (IDa, IDsp), certificate of agent (Certa),
public of agent (Ja), and proxy signcryption tuple ψ .

C. BASICS OF AVISPA
Automated validation of internet security protocol and appli-
cations (AVISPA) is a formal tool for checking the secu-
rity claims of cryptographic algorithms [18]. It contains a
graphical user interface (GUI) of the security protocol ani-
mator (SPAN) [19]. In Figure 1, we demonstrate the overall
structure of an AVISPA tool. In a situation in which the
user wants to check the security claims of his proposed
algorithm, then he first produces the high-level protocol
specification language (HLPSL) code in the SPAN of this
algorithm [20]. Then, a translator (HLPSL2IF) translates
the HLPSL code into an intermediate format (IF). Then,
the IF of the code will be verified through four different
embedded verification tools: TheOn-the-Fly-Model-Checker
(OFMC) [21], CL-Constraint-Logic-based model-checker
(ATSE) [22], SAT-based Model-Checker (SATMC) [23],
and Tree Automata based on automatic approximations
(TA4SP) [24]. These embedded tools, check the security
claims of the said IF code of an algorithm for two types of
attack, i.e. resists against the replay and man-in-the-middle
attack. If the IF code resists against these two attacks, then
the embedded tools (OFMC, ATSE, SATMC, TA4SP) give
the result of SAFE, state; otherwise, it gives the UNSAFE
state [25].

D. THREAT MODEL
We consider the Dolev-Yao adversarymodel for our proposed
certificate-based proxy signcryption scheme, which means
an adversary has full command of the communication chan-
nel [26]. Further, in this model, the adversary has the full
ability to generate a forge signature on a warrant message;
it means that an adversary has the full command to destroy
the authentication process among original sender and proxy
(agent). The adversary has the full ability to capture all the
messages that are sent through Dolev-Yao model commu-
nication channel; it means that an adversary destroys the
confidentiality of a transmitted Ciphertext. Once an adversary
destroys the confidentiality of a transmitted Ciphertext, then
it can easy for him/her to modify the Ciphertext. The adver-
sary has also a command to generate a forge signature on a
message; it means that an adversary has the full command to
destroy the authentication process among proxy (agent) and
receiver.
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FIGURE 1. Structure of AVISPA.

III. RELATED WORK
In Table 1, we provide the limitations of existing PS schemes
and the advantages of our new scheme.

In 1998, Gamage et al. [5] proposed a proxy signcryption
(PS), which was the enhanced version of Membo scheme,
i.e., [4], by providing authentication with confidentiality in
one step. It allows the principle participant that delegates
his signing capacity to another participant (proxy), and then
proxy produces the signcryption for principle participant and
transmits it to the legitimate recipients. However, the Gamage
PS is affected by needing the secure network between princi-
ple participant and proxy. It is also affected by heavy expo-
nential operations requirements. In 2004, Zhang et al. [27],
designed a PS scheme with the claimed security requirement
that are public verifiability, forward secrecy, and protected
the proxy from principle participant forgery attack. It is
also affected by heavy exponential operations requirements
and suffering from certificate management issues.In 2006,
Elkamshouchy et al. [28], removing the concept of secure
channel between principle participant and proxy, designed
a new PS scheme with the service of public verifiability.
Nevertheless, the authors of the contributed scheme are fail-
ing to provide the security proofs and also failed by not
includes the comparison in term computational as well as
communication cost with existing PS schemes. It is also
affected by heavy exponential operations requirements and
suffering from certificate management issues.

In 2009, Elkamchouchi et al. [29], by using the con-
cept of integer factorization, one-way hash function, dis-
crete logarithm problem, and Diffie-Hellman problem and
contribute a PS scheme, which provide public verifiability

property not only between principle participant and proxy,
but also among proxy and receiver. The scheme also meets
the property of forward security and protect the proxy from
principle participant. However, the certificate is binding
with the public key of participant which is so costly pro-
cess and further the exponential operation is required more
power of computing time. In 2010, Lin et al. [30], designed
a provable secured PS scheme and secure under the two
main functionalities of random oracle model that are adap-
tive chosen-Ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA2) and existential
forgery under adaptive chosen-message attacks (EF-CMA).
However, the scheme is affected by the lack of certain security
flaws that are Anti-replay attack and forward security. It’s
also affected by weighty bilinear pairing operations require-
ments and anguish from certificate management issues.
In 2011, Elkamchouchi et al. [31], a light weight PS scheme
for resource hungry devices that are mobile phone and pager,
etc., however, the authors are failing to provide computational
as well as communication cost comparisons with the relevant
existing PS schemes. They also failed to provide any sort of
security proofs such as formal and informal. Additionally, due
to usage 160 bits key elliptic key size, it cannot be suitable for
low power devices.

In 2013, Elkamchouchi et al. [32], contributed the two new
PS schemes, in which they are claiming for better counter-
measures with respect to cost and security. The first scheme is
based on the old discrete problem and the second one realized
on themathematical functionality of elliptic curves. However,
the elliptic curve and discrete logarithm problem need a more
power consumption during the computation process. The
authors are failing to provide some formal security proofs and
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TABLE 1. Limitations of the literature.
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also binding a certificate with the public key of a participant
is very costly. In 2014, Lo and Tsai [33], a provable secured
PS scheme is presented for efficient communication system.
However, the scheme contains certain limitations that are
the issue of certificate management, need more computing
power, requires greater bandwidth space, lack of forward
secrecy, and lack anti-replay attack.

Ming et al [2014], combined the concept of identity-based
cryptography and bilinear pairing with proxy communication
and make a new PS scheme, which is secured under standard
model. However, the scheme has the limitation of key escrow
and the private key distributions among the users and private
key generation center needs secure network. Also, it can be
affected by the heavy computation power need, if it is applied
to the environment, which contain a resource limited device.

In 2015, Ming and Wang [34], a provable secured PS
scheme under the theoretical analysis technique called stan-
dard model. However, the scheme is anguish from a number
flaws that are it required more computing time due bilinear
pairing heavy operations, certificate management issue, need
more computing power, requires greater bandwidth space,
lack of forward secrecy and lack anti-replay attack. In 2016,
Insafullah et al. [17], designed a generalized hyperelliptic
curve-based PS scheme. The authors of this scheme are fail-
ing to provide a formal security analysis and this new scheme
also suffering the lack anti-replay attack. It’s also affected
by the certificate management problem.In 2016. Zhou [35],
provides a three modes PS scheme, which provide encryption
only technique, proxy signature in a single algorithm. The
scheme has a lack of forward security and anti-replay attack
security services. It also can be affected by the key escrow
problem and heavy pairing operations.

In 2017. Abdelfatah [36], an elliptic curve based novel
PS scheme is presented. The authors of this new PS, failing
to provide formal security analysis and suffering from the
absence of anti-replay attack security property. It can also be
affected by elliptic curve point scalar multiplications, which
need more time.In 2017, Bhatia and Verma [1], first did the
cryptanalysis of Yanfeng et al. [37] and proved that it is
not resisted against the forgery attack. They also provide a
secure PS scheme for the E-prescription system. However,
the scheme hasn’t ensured the services of security, such as
forward security and ant-replay attack. It’s also affected by
the public key replacement attack.

In 2018, Zhou et al. [38], provide a three mode PS
scheme based on bilinear pairing. However, the scheme can
be affected by greater consumption of pairing operations and
it’s not ensured the property of anti-replay attack and forward
security. In 2018, Yu et al. [39], by using the concept of
universal composability proposed identity-based PS scheme.
However, the scheme can be affected by the key escrow prob-
lem and substantial pairing operations.In 2018, Li et al. [2],
first of all proved that the scheme of Bhatia and Verma [1] is
not resist against the public key replacement attack and then
present a new Certificateless PS scheme for E-prescription
system. However, the scheme is affected by the need of secure

link for the distribution of partial private key among the
participants. It’s also suffering from the absence of forward
security and anti-replay attack.

Thus, removing all the discussed flaws of the above dis-
cussed PS schemes, we present a new lightweight and prov-
able secured certificate-based proxy signcryption (CB-PS)
for an E-prescription system. Our new scheme is formally
validated through the AVISPA tool and the result shows that
it is SAFE. Also, it is not suffering from certificate manage-
ment issue, key escrow issue, public key replacement issue,
and secure channel need problem. The new scheme ensured
the security requirements, i.e., Warrant Unforgeability, Con-
fidentiality, Integrity, Unforgeability, Forward Secrecy, and
Resists Replay Attack [40]–[43], respectively. Our scheme is
not affected by heavy computation because we used hyper
elliptic curve instead of bilinear pairing and elliptic curve
which need very miner time for computations [11], [12]. Our
scheme is not affected by needing more bandwidth utilization
because the hyper elliptic curve used very small size key
(80 bits).

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
We present a new E-prescription system using certificate-
based proxy signcryption, as shown in Figure 2. This
setup consists of six entities: the certificate authority (CA),
patient, agent, smart pharmacy (SP), prescriber (Doctor), and
database server (DBS), respectively.

Note that, in our system the Doctor is pre-upload the
prescription to DBS. So, the tasks of the other entities in the
following steps are discussed.

Certificate Authority (CA): CA is responsible for cre-
ating all the public parameter which is used for making the
algorithm. It is also responsible to make certificate for each
participant if it is received, request for a certificate with an
identity and public variable.

Patient: It plays the role actual participant and delegates
the rights of signcryption on medication request query to the
proxy (agent).

Proxy (agent): Upon the reception of a delegation from
Patient, Proxy first verifies the delegation if it is true then,
it generates a signcryption on medication request query and
transmits it to the smart pharmacy (SP).

Smart Pharmacy (SP):Upon the reception of signcrypted
medication request query, SP first performs the verification
and decryption process if it is successfully done, then PS
downloads the prescriptions from DBS and send the med-
ication to Proxy accordingly. At the end of this section,
we provide the symbols used in a proposed scheme in Table 2.

V. PROPOSED SCHEME CONSTRUCTIONS
A. PROPOSED CB-PS SCHEME
Our CB-PS includes the following seven algorithms.

Setup: In this algorithm, the CA first selects k ∈

{1, 2, . . . . . . ., p − 1} as a master private key and computes
the master public key mpk =msk. D. Also, it selects and
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FIGURE 2. Proposed scheme flow.

publishes the public parameter set {mpk,, CertU ,y, IDU , h1,
h2,h3}.
GPV: In this algorithm, each participant (original user,

proxy, and receiver) with identity (IDU) selects a random
number βU ∈ {1, 2, . . . . . . ., p− 1} and computes the public
variant XU = βU . D. Then, it sends the pair (IDU , XU) to
CA using an insecure channel.

GC: In this algorithm, the CA makes a certificate (CertU)
for each participant (user, proxy, and receiver) with identity
(IDU) and then sends the CertU and auxiliary number NU
using an insecure channel. The following steps denote the
certificate generation process.

• CA first selects a random number ϑU ∈ {1, 2, . . . . . . .,
p− 1}

• Compute ΥU = ϑU . D
• Define certificate CertU = ΥU + XU
• Compute NU = h1(CertU‖ IDU)ϑU +msk

• Send pair1 = (CertU , NU) to each participant using an
insecure channel

GUK: The GUK is processed by each participant (user,
proxy, and receiver) with identity (IDU) to generate the
public and private key pair (JU , QU). A participant with
identity (IDU) computes the private key as QU = h1
(CertU ‖ IDU)βU + NU and then generates the public key
JU = QU . D.

GD: The GD is processed by the original user (patient) to
produce delegation Ψ = (mW, Z, ) on warrant message

(mW) and send it through insecure channels to the proxy
(agent). This process takes as input the public and private
key of patient (Jp, Qp), patient identity (IDp), certificate of
patient (Certp), and warrant message (mW). The following
steps denote the delegation generation process.

• The patient first selects a random number L ∈

{1, 2, . . . . . . ., p− 1}
• Compute Z = L . D and T= h2(Certp‖ IDp,mW, Z)
• Compute = L - Qp. h2(Certp‖ IDp,mW, Z)
• Send the tuple Ψ = (mW, Z, ) to the proxy using an
insecure channel

GPS: after receiving Ψ = (mW, Z, ) from the patient,
a GPS algorithm is processed by the proxy (agent) to produce
a proxy signcryption tuple ψ = (Q, C, S) of the message (m)
and send it through insecure channels to the receiver (Smart
Pharmacy). This algorithm takes as input the public and
private key of the agent (Ja,a ), patient and receiver identities
(IDa,IDsp), certificate of agent (Certa), certificate of smart
pharmacy (Certsp), public key of smart pharmacy (Jsp), and
message (m). The following steps denote the proxy signcryp-
tion generation process.

• The proxy first verifies Z
?
= . D + Jp. h2(Certp‖

IDp,mW, Z)

• Also, it verifies Jsp
?
= h2(Certsp ‖ IDsp ) Certsp +mpk

• Select a random number x ∈ {1, 2, . . . . . . ., p− 1}
• Select a nonce Noncea
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TABLE 2. Symbols of the proposed scheme.

• Compute Q = x. D and secret key K = x. Jsp
• Encrypt message C = EK (m‖ Noncea)
• Generate a hash value r = h3(m‖ Noncea)
• Compute signature S = x-r. Qa
• Send a tuple ψ = (Q, C, S, r) to the receiver (smart
pharmacy) using an insecure channel

• VU: After receiving a proxy signcryption tuple ψ =
(Q, C, S,r) from an agent, a VU algorithm is processed
by the receiver (smart pharmacy) to verify and decrypt
the proxy signcryption tuple ψ = (Q, C, S,r) of the
message (m). This algorithm takes as input the public
and private key of smart pharmacy (Jsp, Qsp), agent
and smart pharmacy identities (IDa, IDsp), certificate of
agent (Certa), the public key of agent (Ja), and proxy
signcryption tupleψ = (Q, C, S,r). The following steps
describe the verification and decryption process.Select a
fresh nonce Nsp

• First, verify Ja
?
= h2(Certa‖ IDa )Certa +mpk

• Compute Q = S. D+ r. Ja
• Generate the secret key K = Q. Qsp
• Decrypt the cipher text (m ‖ Noncea )= DK (C)

• Computer*= h3(m ‖Noncea) and verifyr*
?
=r accept

or otherwise reject it.

B. SCHEMES CORRECTNESS
The proxy verifies the public key of receiver from the follow-
ing steps [8], if the public key of the receiver is successfully
derived then it further generates the proxy signcryption.

Jsp = (h1(Certsp ‖IDsp)Certsp +mpk) = Jsp = Qsp.D

= (h1(Certsp‖IDsp)βsp +Nsp).D = (h1(Certsp ‖IDsp)βsp

+ h1(Certsp‖IDsp)ϑ +msk).D

= (h1(Certsp‖IDsp)βsp.D

+ h1(Certsp‖IDsp)ϑsp.D+msk.D)

= (h1(Certsp‖IDsp)Xsp + h1(Certsp‖IDsp)Υsp +mpk)

= (h1(Certsp‖IDsp)Xsp + Υsp +mpk)

= (h1(Certsp‖IDsp)Certsp +mpk)

The receiver verifies the public key of proxy from the
following steps [8], if the public key of the receiver is suc-
cessfully derived then it further generate verify and decrypt
signcryption tuple.

Ja = (h1(a ‖IDa)Certa +mpk) = Ja

= Qa.D = (h1(Certa‖IDa)βa +Na).D

= (h1(Certa ‖IDa)βa + h1(Certa‖IDa)ϑ+msk).D

= (h1(Certa‖IDa)βa.D+h1(Certa‖IDa)ϑa.D+msk.D)

= (h1(Certa‖IDa)Xa + h1(Certa‖IDa)Υa +mpk)

= (h1(Certsp‖IDsp)Xsp + Υsp +mpk)

= (h1(Certa‖IDa)Certa +mpk)

The agent can verify the delegation tuple Ψ = (mW, Z, )
using the following computations.

Z
?
= .D+ Jp.h2(Certp‖IDp,mW,Z)

= .D+ Jp.h2(Certp‖IDp,mW,Z)

= (L − Qp.h2(Certp‖IDp,mW,Z)).D

+ Jp.h2(Certp‖IDp,mW,Z)

= (L − Qp.h2(Certp‖IDp,mW,Z)).D

+Qp.D− h2(Certp‖IDp,mW,Z)

= D(L − Qp.h2(Certp‖IDp,mW,Z)

+Qp., h2(Certp‖IDp,mW,Z)

= D(L ) = L .D = Z

The smart pharmacy can easily recover the secret key by
performing the following steps.

K = Q.Qsp

= Q.Qsp = (S.D+ r.Ja)Qsp

= ((x − r.Qa).D+ r.(Qa.D)Qsp

= (D(x − r.Qa + r.Qa))Qsp = (D.x)Qsp

= (Qsp.D.x) = (Jsp.x) = (x.Jsp) = K
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FIGURE 3. OFMC simulations.

FIGURE 4. ATSE simulations.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND VALIDATION
This phase presents the implementation and validation of
the proposed CB-PS scheme in the AVISPA tool. First,
we generate the HLPSL code for our proposed CB-PS algo-
rithm. Then, we check this code under the functionality
of two embedded back-ends of AVISPA, i.e. OFMC and
ATSE. We check our scheme 100 times, and it still gives
the SAFE result under the OFMC and ATSE backend as
shown in Figure 3 and 4. We performed this experiment
using the hardware’s resources such as Haier Win8.1 PC,
Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-4010U CPU@ 1.70 GHz, supporting
a 64-bit operating system, and x64-based processor. Also,
the software’s resources such as Oracle VM Virtual Box
(version: 5.2.0.118431) and SPAN (version: SPAN-Ubuntu-
10.10-light_1) are used. The HLPSL code of our CB-PS

algorithm consists of five roles: role_Patient, role_Agent,
role_Smart pharmacy, role session, and role environment.

In Table 3, we provide the HLPSL code for the patient role,
and then we explain some of the symbols of this role. The
symbol used before the arrow represents the symbol used in
HLPSL, and the symbol after the arrow shows the symbol
used in the CB-PS algorithm. Therefore, Noncea⇒ Noncea ,
Min,H1⇒ -, h1, Idp⇒ IDp, Certp⇒ Certp, Mw⇒ mW,

L⇒ L , Jp⇒ Jp, and inv(Jp)⇒ Qp. In Table 4, we provide
the HLPSL code for the Agent role, and then we clarify
the symbol used in this role. So, X ⇒ x, H3 ⇒ h3,
M ⇒ m, Nsp ⇒ Nsp, E ⇒ E, K ⇒ K , Ja ⇒ Ja, and
inv(Ja) ⇒ Qa . In Table 5, we provide the HLPSL code for
the Smart Pharmacy role. The symbol of this role has already
been explained above. At the end of this phase, we present
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TABLE 3. HLPSL code for patient.

TABLE 4. HLPSL code for agent role.

the results of the proposed CB-PS scheme in Figure 3 and 4.
The results clearly show that our scheme gives a SAFE result
under the two backends, i.e. OFMC and ATSE.

VII. SECURITY ANALYSIS
Our CB-PS meets the following security properties.

A. WARRANT UNFORGEABILITY
This means that an unauthorized participant (UP) cannot pro-
duce a falsified warrant signature that is similar to an original
warrant signature, which is prepared by the real participant.
Our CB-PS allows the user (patient) to generate a digital
signature = L - Qp. h2(Certp‖ IDp, mW, Z) by using his

private key Qp and a randomly generated number L of a
warrant message mW. If the UP tries to make a fake signa-
ture, then it is essential for the UP to get Qp from equation (4)
and L from equation (5). The UP cannot produce the Qp and
L because it is difficult and to solve the E - D-LP. So,
from the above assumptions, we can conclude that our CB-PS
ensures the unforgeability of a signature.

Jp = Qp.D, (4)

Z = L .D, (5)

B. CONFIDENTIALITY
Protecting the actual content of a message from an unautho-
rized participant (UP) is called confidentiality. Our CB-PS
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TABLE 5. HLPSL code for smart pharmacy role.

enables the agent to generate a cipher text C = EK (m‖
Nonca) of a message using the secret key K . If the UP tries to
see the actual content of a message, then it is important for the
UP to acquire the secret keyK first. The UP can get the secret
key K through methods described in the following cases.
Case 1: The UP can easily get the secret key K if he solves

equation (6). In this process, the UP needs the randomly
generated number x, which can be gotten from equation (7).
So, the UP cannot get the number x from equation (7) because
it is hard to solve and equal to solving the hyper elliptic curve
discrete logrithm problem.

K = x.Jsp, (6)

Q = x.D, (7)

Case 2: The UP can also develop a secret key K if he com-
putes equation (8). This process needs the private key Qsp of
a smart pharmacy from equation (8). Therefore, it is also hard
and infeasible for the UP to get the smart pharmacy private
key Qsp from equation (9) because it is equal to solving the
hyper elliptic curve discrete logrithm problem.

K = Q.Qsp, (8)

JU = Qsp.D, (9)

From the above discussion, we can claim that our CB-PS
resists against confidentiality attack.

C. INTEGRITY
If the UP cannot alter the original message, it is called
the integrity of the message. Our CB-PS permits the
proxy (agent) to generate the irretrievable hash function r =
h3(m‖Noncea) of a message m before transmission. If the
UPwants to alter the messagem likem*, then it is necessary
for C to convert it to C∗. Then, the hash value of m* will be
r∗ = h3(m∗‖ Noncea), so it is not possible for the UP to
generate the same hash value for two different values because
of the collision resistance property of the hash function.

D. UNFORGEABILITY
This means that the UP Cannot produce a falsified signature
that is similar to an original signature of actual participant
made by the actual participant. Our CB-PS facilitates the
proxy (agent) to generate a digital signature S = x-r.
Qa by using his private key Qa and the randomly chosen
number x. If the UP tries to make a forged signature, then
it is necessary for the UP to get Qa from equation (10) and
x from equation (7). In this case, the UP cannot generate Qa
and x because it is difficult and is equal to computing the
E - D-LP. So, from the above assumptions, we can

conclude that our CB-PS ensures the unforgeability of a
signature.

Ja = Qa.D, (10)

E. FORWARD SECRECY
In this case, if the UP obtains the private key of the user, then
the cipher text is still confidential, which is called Forward
Secrecy. In our CB-PS, the encryption and decryption of
messagem are done through the secret keyK , not through the
private key of agent Qa. So, if the private key Qa of an agent
is compromised, then the cipher text C is still secure because
it is encrypted through the secret key K . In this regard, our
CB-PS ensures the forward secrecy property.

F. RESISTS REPLAY ATTACK
This means that the UP cannot send the older messages
to the recipient again and again. Our CB-PS facilitates the
proxy (agent) to send a fresh nonce Noncea within the cipher
text C = EK (m‖ Noncea). This nonce will be renewed in
every session and sent along with the message or within the
cipher text. In this regard, we can say that our CB-PS ensures
the resists replay attack property.

G. EFFICIENCY
In this phase, we compare our CB-PSwith the existing related
schemes TBKAV [1], LXKXD [2], CYL [38], HZJX [39],
and QTLG [37] on the basis of three major parameters:
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TABLE 6. Comparisons on the basis of security.

TABLE 7. Computational cost comparisons on the basis of major operations.

security, computational cost, and communication overhead.
The following are illustrations of the claimed performance
parameters.

1) SECURITY
In Table 6, we explain the comparisons regarding the secu-
rity requirement among proposed CB-PS and TBKAV [1],
LXKXD [2], CYL [38], HZJX [39], and QTLG [37]. The
symbol is used to obey the security requirement, the symbol
imes is used for not satisfying the security property, and the
symbol for not mentioning the security property. Further,
WUF, CON, INT, UF, FR, RRA, , and VTAT represents
warrant unforgeability, confidentiality, integrity, unforgeabil-
ity, forward secrecy, resists replay attack, random oracle
model, and validation through the AVISPA tool, respectively.
The schemes TBKAV [1], LXKXD [2], CYL [38], and
HZJX [39] do not satisfy the security properties of FR, RRA,
and the security requirements are proven using , which
is not practical in a real scenario. The scheme QTLG [37]
does not satisfy RRA property. In contrast to TBKAV [1],
LXKXD [2], CYL [38], HZJX [39], and QTLG [37], our
CB-PS satisfies all the claimed security properties, as shown
in Table 6. These security requirements are validated through
the AVISPA tool.

2) COMPUTATIONAL COST
In Table 7, we give the computational cost comparison among
our designed CB-PS and the existing ones, i.e. TBKAV [1],
LXKXD [2], CYL [38], HZJX [39], and QTLG [37] on
the basis of major operations. We consider the major oper-
ation, i.e., bilinear pairing, pairing based scalar multiplica-
tion, exponential, hyper elliptic divisor multiplication and

elliptic curve scalar multiplication in the proposed CB-PS
and in TBKAV [1], LXKXD [2], CYL [38], HZJX [39],
and QTLG [37]. Further, P, PBM, E, HEM and ESM signify
one pairing operation, one pairing based scalar multiplication
operation, one exponential operation, one hyper elliptic curve
divisor multiplication operation, and one elliptic curve scalar
multiplication operation, respectively. Additionally, we cre-
ate comparisons among the proposed CB-PS and TBKAV [1],
LXKXD [2], CYL [38], HZJX [39], and QTLG [37] on
the basis of milliseconds (ms), which is shown in Table 8.
We observed from [44] that the single ESM consumes
0.97 ms, P needs 14.90 ms, PBM consumes 4.31 ms, E needs
1.97 ms, and it is also assumed that HEM earnings con-
sume 0.48 ms [8]. Our proposed CB-PS is 10.67 − 5.76 /
10.67*100 = 46.01% quicker than TBKAV [1], 13.58 −
5.76 / 13.58*100= 57.58% quicker than LXKXD [2], 76.84
− 5.76 / 76.84*100 = 92.50% quicker than CYL [38],
136.07 − 5.76 / 136.07 *100 = 95.76% quicker than
HZJX [39], and 14.55− 5.76 / 14.55 *100= 60.41% quicker
than QTLG [37].Further, in Figure 5, we provide a clear
reduction of the computational cost of the proposed CB-PS
from TBKAV [1], LXKXD [2], CYL [38], HZJX [39], and
QTLG [37].

3) COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD
Sending additional bits along with the actual cipher text
is called communication overhead. If the additional bits
are smaller in size, then the communication will be fast;
otherwise, delays will occur in communications. In this
phase, we compare our designed CB-PS with existing ones,
i.e. TBKAV [1], LXKXD [2], CYL [38], HZJX [39], and
QTLG [37] on the basis of communication overhead. Tomake
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TABLE 8. Computational cost comparisons on the basis of ms.

FIGURE 5. Computational cost comparison.

these comparisons, we suppose that |H| ∼= |ID| ∼= |q| ∼=
2160 bits, |h| ∼= |ID| ∼= |p| ∼= 280 bits, |G|, and
|mW |

∼= |m| ∼= 1024 bits. The communication overhead for
the scheme TBKAV [1] is 2|mW| + |m| + 4|ID| + 11|q| =
2|1024| + |1024| + 4|160| + 11|160| = 5472 bits, for the
scheme LXKXD [2] it is 2|mW| + |m| + 6|ID| + 10|q| =
2|1024|+|1024|+6|160|+10|160| = 5632 bits, for CYL [38]
it is 2|mW| + |m| + 4|G| = 2|1024| + |1024| + 4|1024| =
7168 bits, for HZJX [39] it is 2|mW| + |m| + 5|G| =
2|1024| + |1024| + 4|1024| = 8192 bits, for QTLG [37] it

is 2|mW| + |m| + 4|ID| + 12|q| = 2|1024| + |1024| +
4|80| + 12|160| = 5312 bits, and for our proposed CB-PS it
is |mW|+|m|+|h |+4|p| = |1024|+|1024|+|80|+4|80| =
2448 bits.
• Our designed CB-PS is 5472− 2448/ 5472 = 55.26%
fasters than TBKAV [1]

• 5632− 2448/ 5632 = 56.53% fasters than LXKXD [2]
• 7168− 2448/ 7168 = 65.84% fasters than CYL [38]
• 8192− 2448/ 8192 = 70.11% fasters than HZJX [39]
• 5312− 2448/ 5312 = 53.91% fasters than QTLG [37]
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FIGURE 6. Communication cost comparison.

Additionally, in Figure 6, we show a pure decrease
of the communication cost of the proposed CB-PS from
TBKAV [1], LXKXD [2], CYL [38], HZJX [39], and
QTLG [37].

VIII. CONCLUSION
E-prescription systems involve the computer-based electronic
generation, transmission, and filling of a medical prescription
that allows health practitioners (doctors, physicians, phar-
macists, or nurses) to electronically transmit prescriptions to
pharmacies. However, due to stringent legal requirements and
privacy regulations, two major security concerns i.e. confi-
dentiality and authentication need to be addressed. In general,
the answer to ensuring confidentiality and authentication
lies in the combination of both the encryption and digital
signature functions in a single logic step called signcryp-
tion. Therefore, in this article, we presented a lightweight
and provable secured certificate-based proxy signcryption
(CB-PS) scheme for E-prescription systems. The proposed
scheme is based on hyperelliptic curve, an advanced version
of elliptic curve characterized by a small parameter and
key size (80 bits) as compared to elliptic curve, in which
the key size is 160 bits. A security analysis, including
formal security verification, is performed using the widely
recognized AVISPA tool, and in the findings our proposed

scheme shows significant immunity against adversary
attacks. To further complement these superiorities of our
model, the presented scheme is also farmore efficient in terms
of computational and communication cost compared to the
relevant existing schemes.
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